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Phobya Nano-2G 12 PWM
Silent 1500rpm Red LED
Double Blade (
120x120x25mm )

Special Price

$12.11 was
$14.25

Product Images

Short Description
The look is another point which takes in addition to functionality, a high weighting. Red, and very "New",
combined with elegant black blades with a classic black frame, with fully polished look, creating an eyecatcher in the system where each user can say to himself: This fan is a good choice. At a speed of 1500rpm
and the latest fan is audible. Therefore, this fan has been designed so that even he has to make do with less
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tension good. For a start voltage range from 7-12V, this fan will be quieter than a gnat, yet the system is still
held by a strong air current is very cool!

Description
Phobya's latest marvel of technology is the PWM cooling fan!
A fan for both Silent lovers and friends of the performance-optimized system addresses is an absolute novelty in the cooler
segment. But this split and still have more talent that fans of other pale with fear, "Fear it!"
The consortium of manufacturers' Phobya it has achieved through optimum alignment of the blades that increased air ﬂow does
not necessarily lead to higher noise levels. The rotor blades are curved in combination with the wedge-shaped alignment of the
camp to show the context, the future starts here! The camp, which was equipped with the latest Nano Technology combines sash
and frame to a minimum point, the drive through coils, ensures that this is almost noiseless, silent fans know what really
appreciated. By increasing the speed, here was an air ﬂow rate reached it's so rare!
At a speed of 1500rpm and the latest fan is audible. Therefore, this fan has been designed so that even he has to make do with
less tension good. For a start voltage range from 7-12V, this fan will be quieter than a gnat, yet the system is still held by a strong
air current is very cool!
The look is another point which takes in addition to functionality, a high weighting. Red, and very "New", combined with elegant
black blades with a classic black frame, with fully polished look, creating an eye-catcher in the system where each user can say to
himself: This fan is a good choice! In the PWM version, the Phobya fans are mounted in each corner small red LED's what the
design even further Accompanied taste.
To clean the fan, the entire rotor can, by slightly, from the frame and engine are removed. To clean is carried out smoothly. Just
hold it under running water and rinse the dust. After a short drying period, the cooler by gently squeezing in the original state are
returned to the fan and you can start work again.

Specifications
Dimensions: 120 x 120 x 25mm
Colors: black frame, red and very "new" black blades with red LED's
Weight: 145g
Rated Voltage: 12V
Start Voltage: 7 Volts
Power consumption: 0.45 A
Rated speed: 600-1500rpm (+ / -10%)
Airﬂow: max. 109.33m³/h / 64.16CFM
Volume: 10-25 dB / A
MTBF (25 ° C): 100000 hrs
Connector: PWM / 4 pin fan connector
Max Static Pressure: 1.6mm-H2O
Extent of delivery:
1x Phobya Nano 2G 12 PWM Silent 1500rpm Red LED Double Blade (120x120x25mm)
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4x fan screws
Note: Please note the diﬀerence between a 4 pin power connector (Molex) and a 4 pin fan connector (PWM).

Additional Information
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Brand

Phobya

SKU

PH-78305

Weight

0.5000

Color

Red

Fan Dimensions

120mm

Fan Width

25mm

Fan Connection

4-Pin PWM

Fan Voltage

12 VDC

Fan RPM

1500

Fan CFM

64

Fan Noise (dB)

12

LED Color

Red

Vendor SKU/EAN

4049469121556

Special Price

$12.11
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